Endolymph flow-pressure patterns in models of semicircular canals. Effects of angular accelerations in one or two spatial planes.
The effects of angular accelerations in one or two spatial planes over the pressure exerted on the cupule of the semicircular canals, was studied using hydraulic models of the canals. The models were accelerated using a torsion pendulum and the resulting flow was monitored. The relative position of the model modifies the direction and magnitude of the flow in each canal and in the equivalent of the utricle where the canals join each other. When simultaneous accelerations in two spatial planes were used, a coriolic effect was observed, which could be significant to explain some vestibular symptoms that occur under similar conditions. From the information obtained with the models, the excitation-inhibition patterns in each of the six semicircular canals can be predicted for accelerations in any given spatial plane or combination of planes.